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NICOLE
KIDMAN
Picture Perfect

Lip Love

She may have divulged
some off-the-wall beauty
confessions over the
years (even revealing that
her long-time trick for
keeping her skin taut
and toned is splashing
cold water on her face
and sometimes taking a
supercold shower), but
one skin-care standby
Nicole always swears by
is never, ever forgetting
sunscreen. Skin-care
expert Jan Marini says
this is more than obvious
when looking at Nicole’s
skin. “Out of all her traits,
Nicole is renowned
for her beautiful, fair,
porcelain complexion.”
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ANGELINA
JOLIE

The hair! The makeup!
The all-around iconic
head-to-toe style that
seems to get better and
better with age! But no
discussion of Angelina
would be complete
without a nod to those
famous lips. “Lip liner is
a must,” says celebrity
makeup artist Kimara
Ahnert, who adds that
healthy-looking skin,
defined eyes and sheer
foundation are also
behind Angelina’s classic
look. “We lose color and
volume in our lips as we
age, so it’s important to
define them with a color
that coordinates with
your lipstick or gloss.”

Wearing SPF of at least
30 is non-negotiable if
you want healthy skin
at any age. “Adequate
coverage is half a shot
glass for the face,” says
Santa Monica, CA,
dermatologist Ava
Shamban, MD.

Even if you weren’t born
with Angelina-esque
lips, Ahnert says “going
subtle” with your lip
color can go far if you
layer with some luster
in the form of gloss or
sheer lipstick on top.
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